For Senior housing units we have
a product designed to aid seniors
in and out of the bathtub without
much aid and with more ease. It
helps reduce slip and fall
accidents. The best part is that
now you do not have to replace
the tub and can have the existing
tub modified in a one day process
with no down time or
inconvenience to you or your
tenants.

EM.S.,
established in 1992,
has built its core
business on service
and quality.
Customer satisfaction
and quality of work is
what we stand by.
Rest assured that from
start to finish we will
go beyond
expectations!

With a Stone-Flecks coating
you can turn your Formica
counter top into a stone like
finish at a great saving to you
as opposed to replacement, and
maximize your rental units to
create higher revenue!

A prefabricated walk in tub costs
$3000 and up with our system you
can save 70% of this cost

Walk-in-tub conversion
The side of the bathtub is cut away
(leaving enough of the tub wall to
allow the water to drain and not
run over the edge); the open area
is then filled in and smoothed, to
the original color of the bathtub.
resulting appearance is difficult to
discern from a factory finish!
www.ems-bathtubrefinishing.com
Phone: (888)609-5523
Mike@ems-bathtubrefinishing.com
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High solids acrylic urethanes, particularly,
possess many advantages over other coatings,
which include but are not limited to the
following:
APPLICATION: Due to excellent flow
characteristics, high solid acrylics are easier to
work with compared to epoxy or polyesters,
particularly in the areas of runs and sags.
SETUP TIME: High solid acrylic urethanes
usually have a faster tack dry and a faster dry to
handle time than epoxy.
DURABILITY: Accelerated weathering tests
indicate a high solids acrylic urethane will
surpass epoxy and polyesters in gloss retention
and U.V. resistance (yellowing) against long
term exposure.
ABRASION RESISTANCE: Failing sand tests
indicate about a 10% higher rating of wear
resistance of the resin layer compared to
polyurethanes and polyesters.
WATER RESISTANCE: In a moisture laden
environment acrylic urethanes survive for longer
periods of time without failure when compared to
polyesters.
CHEMICAL AND STAIN RESISTANCE:
Acrylics show better overall stain resistance
versus epoxy.

Refinishing your bathtub and
ceramic tile or fiberglass wall
surround at the same time is
the most economical method to
quickly upgrade your
bathrooms with minimal
downtime&cost.

This process works by the
compounds fusing and
becoming part of the original
finish.
This process ensures most
protection against impacts,
stains, and chemicals which
means more years of reliable
service.

